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CR antimatter –                                – long thought a smoking gun of exotic high-
energy physics like dark matter annihilation 
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In recent years, space-born experiments have delivered new measurements of high
energy cosmic-ray (CR) p̄ and e

+. In addition, unprecedented sensitivity to CR com-
posite anti-nuclei d̄ and 3He is expected to be achieved in the near future. We report
on the theoretical interpretation of these measurements. While CR antimatter is
a promising discovery tool for new physics or exotic astrophysical phenomena, an
irreducible background arises from secondary production by primary CR collisions
with ambient interstellar matter. Understanding this irreducible background or con-
straining it from first principles is an interesting challenge. We review the attempt
to obtain such understanding and apply it to CR p̄, e

+
, d̄, and 3He.

We show that: (i) CR p̄ most likely come from CR-gas collisions; (ii) e

+ data
is consistent with, and suggestive of the same astrophysical production mechanism
responsible for p̄ and dominated by proton-proton collisions; (iii) the same processes
produce a flux of high energy 3He that may be observable with a few years exposure
of the AMS-02 experiment. We highlight key open questions, as well as the role
played by recent and upcoming space and accelerator data in clarifying the origins
of CR antimatter.
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Antiprotons 
Confusion in the literature,  
as to what and how we can calculate. 
=> will try to sort this out 

Positrons 
Common belief: e+ from pulsars or dark matter! 
=> don’t think so. Will try to sort this out, too 

Anti-He, anti-D  
Thought so scarce that a single event would 
mark new physics. 
=> link to LHC



antimatter is produced in collisions of the bulk of the CRs 
— protons and He – with interstellar gas. 

Need to calculate this background to learn about possible exotic sources. 



antimatter is produced in collisions of the bulk of the CRs 
— protons and He – with interstellar gas. 

Need to calculate this background to learn about possible exotic sources. 

Problem: we don’t know where CRs come from, nor how long they are trapped 
in the Galaxy, nor how they eventually escape. 

This problem is often under-stated…



About diffusion models

2LR

K~(E/Z)δ

Strong, Moskalenko, Ptuskin, Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci. 57 (2007) 285-327

NGC 891

NIR 1.4GHz



arxiv:1708.04316 (ApJ 1538-3881-154-4-156) 
408MHz Canadian Galactic Plane Survey

Interstellar matter is far from homogeneous.  
On ~Myr time scales, it is also far from steady-state



S. Schael, Moriond 2016 for AMS02
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antimatter is produced in collisions of the bulk of the CRs 
— protons and He – with interstellar gas. 

For stable, relativistic secondary CR nuclei,  
we have a handle: branching fractions

3

In Sec. III we turn to e

+, a hot potato: here public opinion basically has it that a primary
source of e+ must exist, be it dark matter or pulsars. We take a fresh look at the data in
Sec. IIIA; the first thing we notice appears like a hint in the opposite direction: CR e

+

may in fact be consistent with secondary. An actual puzzle with e

+ is there, but is perhaps
more subtle than commonly appreciated. We devote Sec. III B-III C to elucidate the e

+

puzzle. We do not know the solution, but we show in Sec. IIID that high energy radioactive
nuclei data, expected in the near future, may rule the secondary e

+ hypothesis in or out. In
Sec. III E we provisionally assume that e+ are secondary to review some general constraints
on CR propagation. In Sec. III F we review models suggested in the literature wherein e

+

are secondary, and explain why we like some of them more than others. In Sec. IIIG we
review models suggested in the literature wherein e

+ are from a primary source, notably
dark matter annihilation or pulsars, and explain why we like some of them less than others.

In Sec. IV we tackle the topic of CR d̄ and 3He. Surprisingly enough, we find a hot potato
also here: we suggest, contrary to most earlier estimates, that a detection of secondary 3He
may be imminent at AMS02 (consistent with some pesky recent rumours).

In Sec. V we conclude.

II. ASTROPHYSICAL p̄: THE GALAXY AS A FIXED-TARGET EXPERIMENT

CR antimatter particles are produced as secondaries in collisions of other CRs, notably
protons, with interstellar matter (ISM), notably hydrogen in the Galaxy. Highly relativistic
p̄ and heavier antinuclei (d̄, 3He) propagate similarly to relativistic matter nuclei at the same
magnetic rigidity

R = p/eZ,

with the di↵erence in charge sign expected to make little or no impact on the propagation
given that the measured CR flux is very nearly locally isotropic.

Starting with the simplest case of p̄, it is natural to try and calibrate the e↵ect of prop-
agation directly from data, by using information on other secondary nuclei like boron (B),
formed by fragmentation of heavier CRs (mostly carbon C and oxygen O). We now explain
how to perform this calibration, calculate the predicted p̄ flux, and compare to measure-
ments.

A. The CR grammage

In this section we limit the discussion to stable, relativistic, secondary nuclei. For such
secondaries, including e.g. B and the sub-Fe group (T-Sc-V-Cr), the ratio of densities of two
specie a, b satisfies an approximate empirical relation [26, 27],

na(R)

nb(R)
⇡ Qa(R)

Qb(R)
. (1)

Here Qa denotes the net production of species a per unit ISM column density,

Qa(R) =
X

P

nP (R)
�P!a(R)

m

� na(R)
�a(R)

m

, (2)
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Apply this to antiprotons
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where (�a/m) and (�P!a/m) are the total inelastic and the partial P ! a cross section per
target ISM particle mass m, respectively.

We stress that Eq. (1) is an empirical relation, known to apply to ⇠10% accuracy in
analyses of HEAO3 data [26, 27] and – as we shall see shortly, focusing on p̄ – consistent
with subsequent PAMELA [10] and AMS02 [16] measurements.

From the theoretical point of view, Eq. (1) is natural [2, 28–30]. It is guaranteed to
apply if the relative composition of the CRs in the regions that dominate the spallation is
similar to that measured locally at the solar system3: in this case, the source distribution of
di↵erent secondaries is similar. Because the confinement of CRs in the Galaxy is magnetic,
di↵erent CR particles that share a common distribution of sources should exhibit similar
propagation if sampled at the same rigidity4. Thus, the ratio of propagated CR densities
reflects the ratio of their net production rates.

Note that the net source defined in Eq. (2) accounts for the fact that di↵erent nuclei
exhibit di↵erent degree of fragmentation losses during propagation. In this way, specie like
sub-Fe (with fragmentation loss cross section of order 500 mb), B (�B ⇠ 240 mb), and p̄

(�p̄ ⇠ 40 mb) can be put on equal footing.
Further discussion of the physical significance of Eq. (1) is given in Ref. [28] and App. A.

We can use Eq. (1) together with the locally measured flux of B, C, O, p, He,... to predict
the p̄ flux [28, 32]:

np̄(R) ⇡ nB(R)

QB(R)
Qp̄(R). (3)

The RHS of Eq. (3) is derived from laboratory cross section data and from direct local
measurements of CR densities, without reference to the details of propagation.

In applying Eq. (1) to p̄, a subtlety arises due to the fact that the cross sections appearing
in Eq. (2) can (and for p̄, do) depend on energy. In Eq. (2) we define these cross sections
such that the source term Qa(R) is proportional to the progenitor species density nP (R)
expressed at the same rigidity (we will clarify this statement down the road in Eq. (6)).
For relativistic nuclei (above a few GeV/nuc) produced in fragmentation reactions, e.g. 12C
fragmenting to 11B, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross section is much less im-
portant. Therefore, before proceeding to calculate Qp̄, we consider the factor nB(R)/QB(R).

The quantity

Xesc(R) =
nB(R)

QB(R)
, (4)

known as the CR grammage [2] (see App. A), is a spallation-weighted average of the column
density of ISM traversed by CRs during their propagation, the average being taken over

3 Note: neither the over-all CR intensity, nor the target ISM density, needs to be uniform in the propagation

region in order for Eq. (1) to apply. Indeed, the ISM exhibits orders of magnitude variations in density

across the Galactic gas disc and rarified halo [31].
4 This is, of course, provided that the CR specie being compared do not exhibit species-dependent com-

plications like decay in flight (for radionuclei like 10Be) or radiative energy losses (for e+). In addition,

rigidity only really becomes the magic quantity for propagation at relativistic energies (see e.g. [27]).
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rigidity only really becomes the magic quantity for propagation at relativistic energies (see e.g. [27]).
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where (�a/m) and (�P!a/m) are the total inelastic and the partial P ! a cross section per
target ISM particle mass m, respectively.

We stress that Eq. (1) is an empirical relation, known to apply to ⇠10% accuracy in
analyses of HEAO3 data [26, 27] and – as we shall see shortly, focusing on p̄ – consistent
with subsequent PAMELA [10] and AMS02 [16] measurements.

From the theoretical point of view, Eq. (1) is natural [2, 28–30]. It is guaranteed to
apply if the relative composition of the CRs in the regions that dominate the spallation is
similar to that measured locally at the solar system3: in this case, the source distribution of
di↵erent secondaries is similar. Because the confinement of CRs in the Galaxy is magnetic,
di↵erent CR particles that share a common distribution of sources should exhibit similar
propagation if sampled at the same rigidity4. Thus, the ratio of propagated CR densities
reflects the ratio of their net production rates.

Note that the net source defined in Eq. (2) accounts for the fact that di↵erent nuclei
exhibit di↵erent degree of fragmentation losses during propagation. In this way, specie like
sub-Fe (with fragmentation loss cross section of order 500 mb), B (�B ⇠ 240 mb), and p̄

(�p̄ ⇠ 40 mb) can be put on equal footing.
Further discussion of the physical significance of Eq. (1) is given in Ref. [28] and App. A.

We can use Eq. (1) together with the locally measured flux of B, C, O, p, He,... to predict
the p̄ flux [28, 32]:

np̄(R) ⇡ nB(R)

QB(R)
Qp̄(R). (3)

The RHS of Eq. (3) is derived from laboratory cross section data and from direct local
measurements of CR densities, without reference to the details of propagation.

In applying Eq. (1) to p̄, a subtlety arises due to the fact that the cross sections appearing
in Eq. (2) can (and for p̄, do) depend on energy. In Eq. (2) we define these cross sections
such that the source term Qa(R) is proportional to the progenitor species density nP (R)
expressed at the same rigidity (we will clarify this statement down the road in Eq. (6)).
For relativistic nuclei (above a few GeV/nuc) produced in fragmentation reactions, e.g. 12C
fragmenting to 11B, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross section is much less im-
portant. Therefore, before proceeding to calculate Qp̄, we consider the factor nB(R)/QB(R).

The quantity

Xesc(R) =
nB(R)

QB(R)
, (4)

known as the CR grammage [2] (see App. A), is a spallation-weighted average of the column
density of ISM traversed by CRs during their propagation, the average being taken over

3 Note: neither the over-all CR intensity, nor the target ISM density, needs to be uniform in the propagation

region in order for Eq. (1) to apply. Indeed, the ISM exhibits orders of magnitude variations in density

across the Galactic gas disc and rarified halo [31].
4 This is, of course, provided that the CR specie being compared do not exhibit species-dependent com-

plications like decay in flight (for radionuclei like 10Be) or radiative energy losses (for e+). In addition,

rigidity only really becomes the magic quantity for propagation at relativistic energies (see e.g. [27]).
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FIG. 5: e

+
/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The

upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e

+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [59].

The measured e

+
/p̄ flux ratio does not exceed and is always comparable – within about

a factor of two – to the secondary upper bound. Moreover, the e

+
/p̄ ratio saturates the

bound over an extended range in rigidity. The most natural interpretation of this result,
is that the coincidence of the measured e

+
/p̄ ratio with the ratio of the production rates

(pp ! e

+)/(pp ! p̄) is not an accident. Taking into account that, as we saw in the previous
section, p̄ are likely of secondary origin (certainly dominated by secondary production), it
is natural to deduce that AMS02 is observing secondary e

+ as well.
A compatible but less robust way to represent the secondary e

+ upper bound is by
computing the zero-loss secondary e

+ flux directly from the B/C grammage, as we did for
p̄ in Fig. 2. Namely, we write

ne+(R) . nB(R)

QB(R)
Qe+(R). (9)

We stress that, similarly to the p̄/p situation exhibited in Fig. 3, Eq. (9) is much more
sensitive to the unknown CR spectra in the spallation regions than is the e

+
/p̄ ratio

of Fig. 5. Nevertheless, to make contact with common presentations of the data in the
literature and to exploit the higher energy e

+ data reported by AMS02 [60], we show in
Fig. 6 the secondary upper bound on e

+ derived Eq. (9).
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FIG. 5: e

+
/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The

upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e

+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [59].

The measured e

+
/p̄ flux ratio does not exceed and is always comparable – within about

a factor of two – to the secondary upper bound. Moreover, the e

+
/p̄ ratio saturates the

bound over an extended range in rigidity. The most natural interpretation of this result,
is that the coincidence of the measured e

+
/p̄ ratio with the ratio of the production rates

(pp ! e

+)/(pp ! p̄) is not an accident. Taking into account that, as we saw in the previous
section, p̄ are likely of secondary origin (certainly dominated by secondary production), it
is natural to deduce that AMS02 is observing secondary e

+ as well.
A compatible but less robust way to represent the secondary e

+ upper bound is by
computing the zero-loss secondary e

+ flux directly from the B/C grammage, as we did for
p̄ in Fig. 2. Namely, we write

ne+(R) . nB(R)

QB(R)
Qe+(R). (9)

We stress that, similarly to the p̄/p situation exhibited in Fig. 3, Eq. (9) is much more
sensitive to the unknown CR spectra in the spallation regions than is the e

+
/p̄ ratio

of Fig. 5. Nevertheless, to make contact with common presentations of the data in the
literature and to exploit the higher energy e

+ data reported by AMS02 [60], we show in
Fig. 6 the secondary upper bound on e

+ derived Eq. (9).

Secondary upper bound
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FIG. 5: e

+
/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The

upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e

+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [59].

The measured e

+
/p̄ flux ratio does not exceed and is always comparable – within about

a factor of two – to the secondary upper bound. Moreover, the e

+
/p̄ ratio saturates the

bound over an extended range in rigidity. The most natural interpretation of this result,
is that the coincidence of the measured e

+
/p̄ ratio with the ratio of the production rates

(pp ! e

+)/(pp ! p̄) is not an accident. Taking into account that, as we saw in the previous
section, p̄ are likely of secondary origin (certainly dominated by secondary production), it
is natural to deduce that AMS02 is observing secondary e

+ as well.
A compatible but less robust way to represent the secondary e

+ upper bound is by
computing the zero-loss secondary e

+ flux directly from the B/C grammage, as we did for
p̄ in Fig. 2. Namely, we write

ne+(R) . nB(R)

QB(R)
Qe+(R). (9)

We stress that, similarly to the p̄/p situation exhibited in Fig. 3, Eq. (9) is much more
sensitive to the unknown CR spectra in the spallation regions than is the e

+
/p̄ ratio

of Fig. 5. Nevertheless, to make contact with common presentations of the data in the
literature and to exploit the higher energy e

+ data reported by AMS02 [60], we show in
Fig. 6 the secondary upper bound on e

+ derived Eq. (9).
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FIG. 5: e

+
/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The

upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e

+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [59].

The measured e

+
/p̄ flux ratio does not exceed and is always comparable – within about

a factor of two – to the secondary upper bound. Moreover, the e

+
/p̄ ratio saturates the

bound over an extended range in rigidity. The most natural interpretation of this result,
is that the coincidence of the measured e

+
/p̄ ratio with the ratio of the production rates

(pp ! e

+)/(pp ! p̄) is not an accident. Taking into account that, as we saw in the previous
section, p̄ are likely of secondary origin (certainly dominated by secondary production), it
is natural to deduce that AMS02 is observing secondary e

+ as well.
A compatible but less robust way to represent the secondary e

+ upper bound is by
computing the zero-loss secondary e

+ flux directly from the B/C grammage, as we did for
p̄ in Fig. 2. Namely, we write

ne+(R) . nB(R)

QB(R)
Qe+(R). (9)

We stress that, similarly to the p̄/p situation exhibited in Fig. 3, Eq. (9) is much more
sensitive to the unknown CR spectra in the spallation regions than is the e

+
/p̄ ratio

of Fig. 5. Nevertheless, to make contact with common presentations of the data in the
literature and to exploit the higher energy e

+ data reported by AMS02 [60], we show in
Fig. 6 the secondary upper bound on e

+ derived Eq. (9).
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FIG. 5: e

+
/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The

upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e

+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [59].

The measured e

+
/p̄ flux ratio does not exceed and is always comparable – within about

a factor of two – to the secondary upper bound. Moreover, the e

+
/p̄ ratio saturates the

bound over an extended range in rigidity. The most natural interpretation of this result,
is that the coincidence of the measured e

+
/p̄ ratio with the ratio of the production rates

(pp ! e

+)/(pp ! p̄) is not an accident. Taking into account that, as we saw in the previous
section, p̄ are likely of secondary origin (certainly dominated by secondary production), it
is natural to deduce that AMS02 is observing secondary e

+ as well.
A compatible but less robust way to represent the secondary e

+ upper bound is by
computing the zero-loss secondary e

+ flux directly from the B/C grammage, as we did for
p̄ in Fig. 2. Namely, we write

ne+(R) . nB(R)

QB(R)
Qe+(R). (9)

We stress that, similarly to the p̄/p situation exhibited in Fig. 3, Eq. (9) is much more
sensitive to the unknown CR spectra in the spallation regions than is the e

+
/p̄ ratio

of Fig. 5. Nevertheless, to make contact with common presentations of the data in the
literature and to exploit the higher energy e

+ data reported by AMS02 [60], we show in
Fig. 6 the secondary upper bound on e

+ derived Eq. (9).
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FIG. 5: e

+
/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The

upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e

+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [59].

The measured e

+
/p̄ flux ratio does not exceed and is always comparable – within about

a factor of two – to the secondary upper bound. Moreover, the e

+
/p̄ ratio saturates the

bound over an extended range in rigidity. The most natural interpretation of this result,
is that the coincidence of the measured e

+
/p̄ ratio with the ratio of the production rates

(pp ! e

+)/(pp ! p̄) is not an accident. Taking into account that, as we saw in the previous
section, p̄ are likely of secondary origin (certainly dominated by secondary production), it
is natural to deduce that AMS02 is observing secondary e

+ as well.
A compatible but less robust way to represent the secondary e

+ upper bound is by
computing the zero-loss secondary e

+ flux directly from the B/C grammage, as we did for
p̄ in Fig. 2. Namely, we write

ne+(R) . nB(R)

QB(R)
Qe+(R). (9)

We stress that, similarly to the p̄/p situation exhibited in Fig. 3, Eq. (9) is much more
sensitive to the unknown CR spectra in the spallation regions than is the e

+
/p̄ ratio

of Fig. 5. Nevertheless, to make contact with common presentations of the data in the
literature and to exploit the higher energy e

+ data reported by AMS02 [60], we show in
Fig. 6 the secondary upper bound on e

+ derived Eq. (9).
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FIG. 5: e

+
/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The

upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e

+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [59].

The measured e

+
/p̄ flux ratio does not exceed and is always comparable – within about

a factor of two – to the secondary upper bound. Moreover, the e

+
/p̄ ratio saturates the

bound over an extended range in rigidity. The most natural interpretation of this result,
is that the coincidence of the measured e

+
/p̄ ratio with the ratio of the production rates

(pp ! e

+)/(pp ! p̄) is not an accident. Taking into account that, as we saw in the previous
section, p̄ are likely of secondary origin (certainly dominated by secondary production), it
is natural to deduce that AMS02 is observing secondary e

+ as well.
A compatible but less robust way to represent the secondary e

+ upper bound is by
computing the zero-loss secondary e

+ flux directly from the B/C grammage, as we did for
p̄ in Fig. 2. Namely, we write

ne+(R) . nB(R)

QB(R)
Qe+(R). (9)

We stress that, similarly to the p̄/p situation exhibited in Fig. 3, Eq. (9) is much more
sensitive to the unknown CR spectra in the spallation regions than is the e

+
/p̄ ratio

of Fig. 5. Nevertheless, to make contact with common presentations of the data in the
literature and to exploit the higher energy e

+ data reported by AMS02 [60], we show in
Fig. 6 the secondary upper bound on e

+ derived Eq. (9).
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FIG. 5: e

+
/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The

upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e

+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [59].

The measured e

+
/p̄ flux ratio does not exceed and is always comparable – within about

a factor of two – to the secondary upper bound. Moreover, the e

+
/p̄ ratio saturates the

bound over an extended range in rigidity. The most natural interpretation of this result,
is that the coincidence of the measured e

+
/p̄ ratio with the ratio of the production rates

(pp ! e

+)/(pp ! p̄) is not an accident. Taking into account that, as we saw in the previous
section, p̄ are likely of secondary origin (certainly dominated by secondary production), it
is natural to deduce that AMS02 is observing secondary e

+ as well.
A compatible but less robust way to represent the secondary e

+ upper bound is by
computing the zero-loss secondary e

+ flux directly from the B/C grammage, as we did for
p̄ in Fig. 2. Namely, we write

ne+(R) . nB(R)

QB(R)
Qe+(R). (9)

We stress that, similarly to the p̄/p situation exhibited in Fig. 3, Eq. (9) is much more
sensitive to the unknown CR spectra in the spallation regions than is the e

+
/p̄ ratio

of Fig. 5. Nevertheless, to make contact with common presentations of the data in the
literature and to exploit the higher energy e

+ data reported by AMS02 [60], we show in
Fig. 6 the secondary upper bound on e

+ derived Eq. (9).
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At R>100 GV, e+ flux saturates the bound, suggesting tesc < tcool
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e+ are not the only CR species  
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2. the bulk of the spallation episode must not have occurred more than a few Myr in the
past.

F. Models for secondary e+

G. Models for primary e+

IV. COMPOSITE ANTI-NUCLEI: d̄ AND 3He

Composite CR anti-deuterium (d̄) and anti-helium (3He) have long been suggested as
probes of dark matter [73–83], as their secondary astrophysical production was thought to
be negligible [84–88]. These references, and references to and within them, cover exten-
sively the exciting possibility that dark matter annihilation or even primordial black hole
evaporation could in principle produce a detectable flux of d̄ and/or 3He in current and
upcoming experiments such as GAPS [23], BESS [24, 25], and AMS02 [20, 21]. Therefore,
in the current review we do not enter further discussion of hypothetical exotic sources.

However, exotic sources aside, how does one actually predict the irreducible secondary
flux?

Using our tools from Sec. II, CR propagation is not a serious di�culty when it comes to
stable, relativistic, secondary nuclei – and antinuclei, like p̄, d̄ and 3He. The challenge for
CR d̄ and 3He is set instead by inadequate particle physics data. Astrophysical anti-nuclei
are dominantly produced in pp collisions, for which relevant cross section data is scarce
when it exists at all. This has led attempts to calculate the flux of d̄ and 3He into various
extrapolations, resulting with large and di�cult to quantify systematic uncertainty.

A compilation of predictions of the secondary d̄ and 3He fluxes from the literature is
shown in Fig. 11 (left and right panels, respectively). To date no detection of either d̄ or
3He was o�cially announced by any experiment, although news of possible detection were
reported by AMS02 in 2016.

A recent attempt at tackling the cross section problem in pp ! d̄, 3He production was
done in [34], which used a new technique burrowed from heavy ion femtoscopy [89, 90]. The
3He flux predicted in [34], shown by green band in the right panel of Fig. 11, is 1-2 orders
of magnitude higher than most earlier estimates [84–88].

The secondary 3He flux could reach the 5-yr 95%CL upper limit estimated for AMS02
prior to its launch [21].

Perhaps more important than the actual flux prediction, Ref. [34] scrutinised pre-
vious calculations of secondary d̄ and 3He and highlighted extrapolations and possible
sources of systematic uncertainties. In the rest of this section we outline this discussion.
We show that LHC experiments are expected to shed light on these issues in the near future.

A coalescence ansatz [91–93] is often invoked to relate the formation of composite nucleus
product with mass number A to the formation cross section of the nucleon constituents:

EA
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3
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= BA R(x)

✓
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where dNi = d�i/� is the di↵erential yield, � is the total inelastic cross section, and the
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Implications of ALICE results 
for astrophysics: 

1 anti-He3 at AMS02,  
in 5-year exposure: plausible. 

6 anti-He3 events: not plausible.
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2 anti-He4 ?
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What can we learn from cosmic ray antimatter?

Evidence that CR antimatter is secondary: coming from CR collisions with ISM.  
Certainly no clear hint of BSM. 

AMS is in really good company in this respect.



What can we learn from cosmic ray antimatter?

Evidence that CR antimatter is secondary: coming from CR collisions with ISM.  
Certainly no clear hint of BSM. 

But the CR astrophysics is very interesting: 

Where do CR come from? 
How long are they trapped in the Galaxy? 
How do they escape? 

When you build a CR experiment, these are the bread-and-butter questions 
on which you may hope to contribute*.  

* Barring, of course, unexpected strokes of luck. These are always possible, but can’t be counted on.
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* Barring, of course, unexpected strokes of luck?
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antimatter is produced in collisions of the bulk of the CRs 
-- protons and He – with interstellar gas 

For secondary CR, we have a handle:  
particle physics branching fractions 

3

In Sec. III we turn to e

+, a hot potato: here public opinion basically has it that a primary
source of e+ must exist, be it dark matter or pulsars. We take a fresh look at the data in
Sec. IIIA; the first thing we notice appears like a hint in the opposite direction: CR e

+

may in fact be consistent with secondary. An actual puzzle with e

+ is there, but is perhaps
more subtle than commonly appreciated. We devote Sec. III B-III C to elucidate the e

+

puzzle. We do not know the solution, but we show in Sec. IIID that high energy radioactive
nuclei data, expected in the near future, may rule the secondary e

+ hypothesis in or out. In
Sec. III E we provisionally assume that e+ are secondary to review some general constraints
on CR propagation. In Sec. III F we review models suggested in the literature wherein e

+

are secondary, and explain why we like some of them more than others. In Sec. IIIG we
review models suggested in the literature wherein e

+ are from a primary source, notably
dark matter annihilation or pulsars, and explain why we like some of them less than others.

In Sec. IV we tackle the topic of CR d̄ and 3He. Surprisingly enough, we find a hot potato
also here: we suggest, contrary to most earlier estimates, that a detection of secondary 3He
may be imminent at AMS02 (consistent with some pesky recent rumours).

In Sec. V we conclude.

II. ASTROPHYSICAL p̄: THE GALAXY AS A FIXED-TARGET EXPERIMENT

CR antimatter particles are produced as secondaries in collisions of other CRs, notably
protons, with interstellar matter (ISM), notably hydrogen in the Galaxy. Highly relativistic
p̄ and heavier antinuclei (d̄, 3He) propagate similarly to relativistic matter nuclei at the same
magnetic rigidity

R = p/eZ,

with the di↵erence in charge sign expected to make little or no impact on the propagation
given that the measured CR flux is very nearly locally isotropic.

Starting with the simplest case of p̄, it is natural to try and calibrate the e↵ect of prop-
agation directly from data, by using information on other secondary nuclei like boron (B),
formed by fragmentation of heavier CRs (mostly carbon C and oxygen O). We now explain
how to perform this calibration, calculate the predicted p̄ flux, and compare to measure-
ments.

A. The CR grammage

In this section we limit the discussion to stable, relativistic, secondary nuclei. For such
secondaries, including e.g. B and the sub-Fe group (T-Sc-V-Cr), the ratio of densities of two
specie a, b satisfies an approximate empirical relation [26, 27],

na(R)

nb(R)
⇡ Qa(R)

Qb(R)
. (1)

Here Qa denotes the net production of species a per unit ISM column density,

Qa(R) =
X

P

nP (R)
�P!a(R)

m

� na(R)
�a(R)

m

, (2)
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Recipe for antiproton pie: 

4

where (�a/m) and (�P!a/m) are the total inelastic and the partial P ! a cross section per
target ISM particle mass m, respectively.

We stress that Eq. (1) is an empirical relation, known to apply to ⇠10% accuracy in
analyses of HEAO3 data [26, 27] and – as we shall see shortly, focusing on p̄ – consistent
with subsequent PAMELA [10] and AMS02 [16] measurements.

From the theoretical point of view, Eq. (1) is natural [2, 28–30]. It is guaranteed to
apply if the relative composition of the CRs in the regions that dominate the spallation is
similar to that measured locally at the solar system3: in this case, the source distribution of
di↵erent secondaries is similar. Because the confinement of CRs in the Galaxy is magnetic,
di↵erent CR particles that share a common distribution of sources should exhibit similar
propagation if sampled at the same rigidity4. Thus, the ratio of propagated CR densities
reflects the ratio of their net production rates.

Note that the net source defined in Eq. (2) accounts for the fact that di↵erent nuclei
exhibit di↵erent degree of fragmentation losses during propagation. In this way, specie like
sub-Fe (with fragmentation loss cross section of order 500 mb), B (�B ⇠ 240 mb), and p̄

(�p̄ ⇠ 40 mb) can be put on equal footing.
Further discussion of the physical significance of Eq. (1) is given in Ref. [28] and App. A.

We can use Eq. (1) together with the locally measured flux of B, C, O, p, He,... to predict
the p̄ flux [28, 32]:

np̄(R) ⇡ nB(R)

QB(R)
Qp̄(R). (3)

The RHS of Eq. (3) is derived from laboratory cross section data and from direct local
measurements of CR densities, without reference to the details of propagation.

In applying Eq. (1) to p̄, a subtlety arises due to the fact that the cross sections appearing
in Eq. (2) can (and for p̄, do) depend on energy. In Eq. (2) we define these cross sections
such that the source term Qa(R) is proportional to the progenitor species density nP (R)
expressed at the same rigidity (we will clarify this statement down the road in Eq. (6)).
For relativistic nuclei (above a few GeV/nuc) produced in fragmentation reactions, e.g. 12C
fragmenting to 11B, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross section is much less im-
portant. Therefore, before proceeding to calculate Qp̄, we consider the factor nB(R)/QB(R).

The quantity

Xesc(R) =
nB(R)

QB(R)
, (4)

known as the CR grammage [2] (see App. A), is a spallation-weighted average of the column
density of ISM traversed by CRs during their propagation, the average being taken over

3 Note: neither the over-all CR intensity, nor the target ISM density, needs to be uniform in the propagation

region in order for Eq. (1) to apply. Indeed, the ISM exhibits orders of magnitude variations in density

across the Galactic gas disc and rarified halo [31].
4 This is, of course, provided that the CR specie being compared do not exhibit species-dependent com-

plications like decay in flight (for radionuclei like 10Be) or radiative energy losses (for e+). In addition,

rigidity only really becomes the magic quantity for propagation at relativistic energies (see e.g. [27]).
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3 Note: neither the over-all CR intensity, nor the target ISM density, needs to be uniform in the propagation

region in order for Eq. (1) to apply. Indeed, the ISM exhibits orders of magnitude variations in density

across the Galactic gas disc and rarified halo [31].
4 This is, of course, provided that the CR specie being compared do not exhibit species-dependent com-

plications like decay in flight (for radionuclei like 10Be) or radiative energy losses (for e+). In addition,

rigidity only really becomes the magic quantity for propagation at relativistic energies (see e.g. [27]).
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In Sec. III we turn to e

+, a hot potato: here public opinion basically has it that a primary
source of e+ must exist, be it dark matter or pulsars. We take a fresh look at the data in
Sec. IIIA; the first thing we notice appears like a hint in the opposite direction: CR e

+

may in fact be consistent with secondary. An actual puzzle with e

+ is there, but is perhaps
more subtle than commonly appreciated. We devote Sec. III B-III C to elucidate the e

+

puzzle. We do not know the solution, but we show in Sec. IIID that high energy radioactive
nuclei data, expected in the near future, may rule the secondary e

+ hypothesis in or out. In
Sec. III E we provisionally assume that e+ are secondary to review some general constraints
on CR propagation. In Sec. III F we review models suggested in the literature wherein e

+

are secondary, and explain why we like some of them more than others. In Sec. IIIG we
review models suggested in the literature wherein e

+ are from a primary source, notably
dark matter annihilation or pulsars, and explain why we like some of them less than others.

In Sec. IV we tackle the topic of CR d̄ and 3He. Surprisingly enough, we find a hot potato
also here: we suggest, contrary to most earlier estimates, that a detection of secondary 3He
may be imminent at AMS02 (consistent with some pesky recent rumours).

In Sec. V we conclude.

II. ASTROPHYSICAL p̄: THE GALAXY AS A FIXED-TARGET EXPERIMENT

CR antimatter particles are produced as secondaries in collisions of other CRs, notably
protons, with interstellar matter (ISM), notably hydrogen in the Galaxy. Highly relativistic
p̄ and heavier antinuclei (d̄, 3He) propagate similarly to relativistic matter nuclei at the same
magnetic rigidity

R = p/eZ,

with the di↵erence in charge sign expected to make little or no impact on the propagation
given that the measured CR flux is very nearly locally isotropic.

Starting with the simplest case of p̄, it is natural to try and calibrate the e↵ect of prop-
agation directly from data, by using information on other secondary nuclei like boron (B),
formed by fragmentation of heavier CRs (mostly carbon C and oxygen O). We now explain
how to perform this calibration, calculate the predicted p̄ flux, and compare to measure-
ments.

A. The CR grammage

In this section we limit the discussion to stable, relativistic, secondary nuclei. For such
secondaries, including e.g. B and the sub-Fe group (T-Sc-V-Cr), the ratio of densities of two
specie a, b satisfies an approximate empirical relation [26, 27],

na(R)

nb(R)
⇡ Qa(R)

Qb(R)
. (1)

Here Qa denotes the net production of species a per unit ISM column density,

Qa(R) =
X

P

nP (R)
�P!a(R)

m

� na(R)
�a(R)

m

, (2)
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where (�a/m) and (�P!a/m) are the total inelastic and the partial P ! a cross section per
target ISM particle mass m, respectively.

We stress that Eq. (1) is an empirical relation, known to apply to ⇠10% accuracy in
analyses of HEAO3 data [26, 27] and – as we shall see shortly, focusing on p̄ – consistent
with subsequent PAMELA [10] and AMS02 [16] measurements.

From the theoretical point of view, Eq. (1) is natural [2, 28–30]. It is guaranteed to
apply if the relative composition of the CRs in the regions that dominate the spallation is
similar to that measured locally at the solar system3: in this case, the source distribution of
di↵erent secondaries is similar. Because the confinement of CRs in the Galaxy is magnetic,
di↵erent CR particles that share a common distribution of sources should exhibit similar
propagation if sampled at the same rigidity4. Thus, the ratio of propagated CR densities
reflects the ratio of their net production rates.

Note that the net source defined in Eq. (2) accounts for the fact that di↵erent nuclei
exhibit di↵erent degree of fragmentation losses during propagation. In this way, specie like
sub-Fe (with fragmentation loss cross section of order 500 mb), B (�B ⇠ 240 mb), and p̄

(�p̄ ⇠ 40 mb) can be put on equal footing.
Further discussion of the physical significance of Eq. (1) is given in Ref. [28] and App. A.

We can use Eq. (1) together with the locally measured flux of B, C, O, p, He,... to predict
the p̄ flux [28, 32]:

np̄(R) ⇡ nB(R)

QB(R)
Qp̄(R). (3)

The RHS of Eq. (3) is derived from laboratory cross section data and from direct local
measurements of CR densities, without reference to the details of propagation.

In applying Eq. (1) to p̄, a subtlety arises due to the fact that the cross sections appearing
in Eq. (2) can (and for p̄, do) depend on energy. In Eq. (2) we define these cross sections
such that the source term Qa(R) is proportional to the progenitor species density nP (R)
expressed at the same rigidity (we will clarify this statement down the road in Eq. (6)).
For relativistic nuclei (above a few GeV/nuc) produced in fragmentation reactions, e.g. 12C
fragmenting to 11B, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross section is much less im-
portant. Therefore, before proceeding to calculate Qp̄, we consider the factor nB(R)/QB(R).

The quantity

Xesc(R) =
nB(R)

QB(R)
, (4)

known as the CR grammage [2] (see App. A), is a spallation-weighted average of the column
density of ISM traversed by CRs during their propagation, the average being taken over

3 Note: neither the over-all CR intensity, nor the target ISM density, needs to be uniform in the propagation

region in order for Eq. (1) to apply. Indeed, the ISM exhibits orders of magnitude variations in density

across the Galactic gas disc and rarified halo [31].
4 This is, of course, provided that the CR specie being compared do not exhibit species-dependent com-

plications like decay in flight (for radionuclei like 10Be) or radiative energy losses (for e+). In addition,

rigidity only really becomes the magic quantity for propagation at relativistic energies (see e.g. [27]).
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may be imminent at AMS02 (consistent with some pesky recent rumours).
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CR antimatter particles are produced as secondaries in collisions of other CRs, notably
protons, with interstellar matter (ISM), notably hydrogen in the Galaxy. Highly relativistic
p̄ and heavier antinuclei (d̄, 3He) propagate similarly to relativistic matter nuclei at the same
magnetic rigidity

R = p/eZ,

with the di↵erence in charge sign expected to make little or no impact on the propagation
given that the measured CR flux is very nearly locally isotropic.

Starting with the simplest case of p̄, it is natural to try and calibrate the e↵ect of prop-
agation directly from data, by using information on other secondary nuclei like boron (B),
formed by fragmentation of heavier CRs (mostly carbon C and oxygen O). We now explain
how to perform this calibration, calculate the predicted p̄ flux, and compare to measure-
ments.

A. The CR grammage

In this section we limit the discussion to stable, relativistic, secondary nuclei. For such
secondaries, including e.g. B and the sub-Fe group (T-Sc-V-Cr), the ratio of densities of two
specie a, b satisfies an approximate empirical relation [26, 27],
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where (�a/m) and (�P!a/m) are the total inelastic and the partial P ! a cross section per
target ISM particle mass m, respectively.

We stress that Eq. (1) is an empirical relation, known to apply to ⇠10% accuracy in
analyses of HEAO3 data [26, 27] and – as we shall see shortly, focusing on p̄ – consistent
with subsequent PAMELA [10] and AMS02 [16] measurements.

From the theoretical point of view, Eq. (1) is natural [2, 28–30]. It is guaranteed to
apply if the relative composition of the CRs in the regions that dominate the spallation is
similar to that measured locally at the solar system3: in this case, the source distribution of
di↵erent secondaries is similar. Because the confinement of CRs in the Galaxy is magnetic,
di↵erent CR particles that share a common distribution of sources should exhibit similar
propagation if sampled at the same rigidity4. Thus, the ratio of propagated CR densities
reflects the ratio of their net production rates.

Note that the net source defined in Eq. (2) accounts for the fact that di↵erent nuclei
exhibit di↵erent degree of fragmentation losses during propagation. In this way, specie like
sub-Fe (with fragmentation loss cross section of order 500 mb), B (�B ⇠ 240 mb), and p̄

(�p̄ ⇠ 40 mb) can be put on equal footing.
Further discussion of the physical significance of Eq. (1) is given in Ref. [28] and App. A.

We can use Eq. (1) together with the locally measured flux of B, C, O, p, He,... to predict
the p̄ flux [28, 32]:

np̄(R) ⇡ nB(R)

QB(R)
Qp̄(R). (3)

The RHS of Eq. (3) is derived from laboratory cross section data and from direct local
measurements of CR densities, without reference to the details of propagation.

In applying Eq. (1) to p̄, a subtlety arises due to the fact that the cross sections appearing
in Eq. (2) can (and for p̄, do) depend on energy. In Eq. (2) we define these cross sections
such that the source term Qa(R) is proportional to the progenitor species density nP (R)
expressed at the same rigidity (we will clarify this statement down the road in Eq. (6)).
For relativistic nuclei (above a few GeV/nuc) produced in fragmentation reactions, e.g. 12C
fragmenting to 11B, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross section is much less im-
portant. Therefore, before proceeding to calculate Qp̄, we consider the factor nB(R)/QB(R).

The quantity

Xesc(R) =
nB(R)

QB(R)
, (4)

known as the CR grammage [2] (see App. A), is a spallation-weighted average of the column
density of ISM traversed by CRs during their propagation, the average being taken over

3 Note: neither the over-all CR intensity, nor the target ISM density, needs to be uniform in the propagation

region in order for Eq. (1) to apply. Indeed, the ISM exhibits orders of magnitude variations in density

across the Galactic gas disc and rarified halo [31].
4 This is, of course, provided that the CR specie being compared do not exhibit species-dependent com-

plications like decay in flight (for radionuclei like 10Be) or radiative energy losses (for e+). In addition,

rigidity only really becomes the magic quantity for propagation at relativistic energies (see e.g. [27]).
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the p̄ flux [28, 32]:
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The RHS of Eq. (3) is derived from laboratory cross section data and from direct local
measurements of CR densities, without reference to the details of propagation.

In applying Eq. (1) to p̄, a subtlety arises due to the fact that the cross sections appearing
in Eq. (2) can (and for p̄, do) depend on energy. In Eq. (2) we define these cross sections
such that the source term Qa(R) is proportional to the progenitor species density nP (R)
expressed at the same rigidity (we will clarify this statement down the road in Eq. (6)).
For relativistic nuclei (above a few GeV/nuc) produced in fragmentation reactions, e.g. 12C
fragmenting to 11B, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross section is much less im-
portant. Therefore, before proceeding to calculate Qp̄, we consider the factor nB(R)/QB(R).

The quantity

Xesc(R) =
nB(R)

QB(R)
, (4)

known as the CR grammage [2] (see App. A), is a spallation-weighted average of the column
density of ISM traversed by CRs during their propagation, the average being taken over

3 Note: neither the over-all CR intensity, nor the target ISM density, needs to be uniform in the propagation

region in order for Eq. (1) to apply. Indeed, the ISM exhibits orders of magnitude variations in density

across the Galactic gas disc and rarified halo [31].
4 This is, of course, provided that the CR specie being compared do not exhibit species-dependent com-

plications like decay in flight (for radionuclei like 10Be) or radiative energy losses (for e+). In addition,
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Qp̄(R). (3)

The RHS of Eq. (3) is derived from laboratory cross section data and from direct local
measurements of CR densities, without reference to the details of propagation.

In applying Eq. (1) to p̄, a subtlety arises due to the fact that the cross sections appearing
in Eq. (2) can (and for p̄, do) depend on energy. In Eq. (2) we define these cross sections
such that the source term Qa(R) is proportional to the progenitor species density nP (R)
expressed at the same rigidity (we will clarify this statement down the road in Eq. (6)).
For relativistic nuclei (above a few GeV/nuc) produced in fragmentation reactions, e.g. 12C
fragmenting to 11B, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross section is much less im-
portant. Therefore, before proceeding to calculate Qp̄, we consider the factor nB(R)/QB(R).
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FIG. 2: Observed p̄/p ratio [16] vs. the secondary prediction, calculated using the locally measured
CR p and He flux. Wiggles in the theory curve come from our direct data-driven use of the CR
grammage, and reflect fluctuations in the AMS02 B/C data [33]. Thick line is the secondary
prediction with input cross sections detailed in [34], while thin lines show the response of the
prediction for variation in (i) pp ! p̄ cross section within ±20%, (ii) fragmentation cross section
p12C!11B within ±20%, (iii) variation in the solar modulation parameter in the range � = (0.2�
0.8) GV. Taken from Ref. [34].

propagation from B/C data. While the systematic uncertainties are sizeable, CR p̄ are most
likely secondary, or at least the flux is dominated by secondary production.

As mentioned earlier, in computing Qp̄ we need to account for the energy-dependent
p̄ production cross section. Let us consider the main positive contribution to Qp̄, due to
pp collisions. Because of a kinematical barrier, the daughter p̄ is emitted with a rigidity
smaller by a factor of ⇠ 10 compared to the rigidity of the parent p in the ISM frame.
Given a spectrum of parent protons, one can still compute the overlap integral between the
di↵erential cross section and the parent p spectrum and express the contribution to Qp̄ in
terms of an e↵ective cross section �p!p̄(R):

�p!p̄(R) =
2
R1
R dRp Jp(Rp)

⇣
d�pp!p̄X(Rp,R)

dRp

⌘

Jp(R)
. (6)

The factor of 2 above5 accounts for the production and subsequent decay of n̄, with �pp!n̄X ⇡
�pp!p̄X . A similar procedure is used to include the contributions due to proton CR hitting
He in the ISM; He CR hitting ISM hydrogen; and so forth.

Calculating Eq. (6) for a power-law proton flux Jp / R��p+��p , one finds the scaling

�

(��p)
p!p̄ ⇡ 10��p

�

(��p=0)
p!p̄ [28]. The e↵ective cross section �p!p̄(R) therefore depends on

5 See [39] for a recent examination of isospin asymmetry in pp ! p̄, n̄.
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where (�a/m) and (�P!a/m) are the total inelastic and the partial P ! a cross section per
target ISM particle mass m, respectively.

We stress that Eq. (1) is an empirical relation, known to apply to ⇠10% accuracy in
analyses of HEAO3 data [26, 27] and – as we shall see shortly, focusing on p̄ – consistent
with subsequent PAMELA [10] and AMS02 [16] measurements.

From the theoretical point of view, Eq. (1) is natural [2, 28–30]. It is guaranteed to
apply if the relative composition of the CRs in the regions that dominate the spallation is
similar to that measured locally at the solar system3: in this case, the source distribution of
di↵erent secondaries is similar. Because the confinement of CRs in the Galaxy is magnetic,
di↵erent CR particles that share a common distribution of sources should exhibit similar
propagation if sampled at the same rigidity4. Thus, the ratio of propagated CR densities
reflects the ratio of their net production rates.

Note that the net source defined in Eq. (2) accounts for the fact that di↵erent nuclei
exhibit di↵erent degree of fragmentation losses during propagation. In this way, specie like
sub-Fe (with fragmentation loss cross section of order 500 mb), B (�B ⇠ 240 mb), and p̄

(�p̄ ⇠ 40 mb) can be put on equal footing.
Further discussion of the physical significance of Eq. (1) is given in Ref. [28] and App. A.

We can use Eq. (1) together with the locally measured flux of B, C, O, p, He,... to predict
the p̄ flux [28, 32]:

np̄(R) ⇡ nB(R)

QB(R)
Qp̄(R). (3)

The RHS of Eq. (3) is derived from laboratory cross section data and from direct local
measurements of CR densities, without reference to the details of propagation.

In applying Eq. (1) to p̄, a subtlety arises due to the fact that the cross sections appearing
in Eq. (2) can (and for p̄, do) depend on energy. In Eq. (2) we define these cross sections
such that the source term Qa(R) is proportional to the progenitor species density nP (R)
expressed at the same rigidity (we will clarify this statement down the road in Eq. (6)).
For relativistic nuclei (above a few GeV/nuc) produced in fragmentation reactions, e.g. 12C
fragmenting to 11B, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross section is much less im-
portant. Therefore, before proceeding to calculate Qp̄, we consider the factor nB(R)/QB(R).

The quantity

Xesc(R) =
nB(R)

QB(R)
, (4)

known as the CR grammage [2] (see App. A), is a spallation-weighted average of the column
density of ISM traversed by CRs during their propagation, the average being taken over

3 Note: neither the over-all CR intensity, nor the target ISM density, needs to be uniform in the propagation

region in order for Eq. (1) to apply. Indeed, the ISM exhibits orders of magnitude variations in density

across the Galactic gas disc and rarified halo [31].
4 This is, of course, provided that the CR specie being compared do not exhibit species-dependent com-

plications like decay in flight (for radionuclei like 10Be) or radiative energy losses (for e+). In addition,

rigidity only really becomes the magic quantity for propagation at relativistic energies (see e.g. [27]).
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propagation from B/C data. While the systematic uncertainties are sizeable, CR p̄ are most
likely secondary, or at least the flux is dominated by secondary production.

As mentioned earlier, in computing Qp̄ we need to account for the energy-dependent
p̄ production cross section. Let us consider the main positive contribution to Qp̄, due to
pp collisions. Because of a kinematical barrier, the daughter p̄ is emitted with a rigidity
smaller by a factor of ⇠ 10 compared to the rigidity of the parent p in the ISM frame.
Given a spectrum of parent protons, one can still compute the overlap integral between the
di↵erential cross section and the parent p spectrum and express the contribution to Qp̄ in
terms of an e↵ective cross section �p!p̄(R):

�p!p̄(R) =
2
R1
R dRp Jp(Rp)

⇣
d�pp!p̄X(Rp,R)

dRp

⌘

Jp(R)
. (6)

The factor of 2 above5 accounts for the production and subsequent decay of n̄, with �pp!n̄X ⇡
�pp!p̄X . A similar procedure is used to include the contributions due to proton CR hitting
He in the ISM; He CR hitting ISM hydrogen; and so forth.

Calculating Eq. (6) for a power-law proton flux Jp / R��p+��p , one finds the scaling

�

(��p)
p!p̄ ⇡ 10��p

�

(��p=0)
p!p̄ [28]. The e↵ective cross section �p!p̄(R) therefore depends on

5 See [39] for a recent examination of isospin asymmetry in pp ! p̄, n̄.
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where (�a/m) and (�P!a/m) are the total inelastic and the partial P ! a cross section per
target ISM particle mass m, respectively.

We stress that Eq. (1) is an empirical relation, known to apply to ⇠10% accuracy in
analyses of HEAO3 data [26, 27] and – as we shall see shortly, focusing on p̄ – consistent
with subsequent PAMELA [10] and AMS02 [16] measurements.

From the theoretical point of view, Eq. (1) is natural [2, 28–30]. It is guaranteed to
apply if the relative composition of the CRs in the regions that dominate the spallation is
similar to that measured locally at the solar system3: in this case, the source distribution of
di↵erent secondaries is similar. Because the confinement of CRs in the Galaxy is magnetic,
di↵erent CR particles that share a common distribution of sources should exhibit similar
propagation if sampled at the same rigidity4. Thus, the ratio of propagated CR densities
reflects the ratio of their net production rates.

Note that the net source defined in Eq. (2) accounts for the fact that di↵erent nuclei
exhibit di↵erent degree of fragmentation losses during propagation. In this way, specie like
sub-Fe (with fragmentation loss cross section of order 500 mb), B (�B ⇠ 240 mb), and p̄

(�p̄ ⇠ 40 mb) can be put on equal footing.
Further discussion of the physical significance of Eq. (1) is given in Ref. [28] and App. A.

We can use Eq. (1) together with the locally measured flux of B, C, O, p, He,... to predict
the p̄ flux [28, 32]:

np̄(R) ⇡ nB(R)

QB(R)
Qp̄(R). (3)

The RHS of Eq. (3) is derived from laboratory cross section data and from direct local
measurements of CR densities, without reference to the details of propagation.

In applying Eq. (1) to p̄, a subtlety arises due to the fact that the cross sections appearing
in Eq. (2) can (and for p̄, do) depend on energy. In Eq. (2) we define these cross sections
such that the source term Qa(R) is proportional to the progenitor species density nP (R)
expressed at the same rigidity (we will clarify this statement down the road in Eq. (6)).
For relativistic nuclei (above a few GeV/nuc) produced in fragmentation reactions, e.g. 12C
fragmenting to 11B, the energy dependence of the fragmentation cross section is much less im-
portant. Therefore, before proceeding to calculate Qp̄, we consider the factor nB(R)/QB(R).

The quantity

Xesc(R) =
nB(R)

QB(R)
, (4)

known as the CR grammage [2] (see App. A), is a spallation-weighted average of the column
density of ISM traversed by CRs during their propagation, the average being taken over

3 Note: neither the over-all CR intensity, nor the target ISM density, needs to be uniform in the propagation

region in order for Eq. (1) to apply. Indeed, the ISM exhibits orders of magnitude variations in density

across the Galactic gas disc and rarified halo [31].
4 This is, of course, provided that the CR specie being compared do not exhibit species-dependent com-

plications like decay in flight (for radionuclei like 10Be) or radiative energy losses (for e+). In addition,

rigidity only really becomes the magic quantity for propagation at relativistic energies (see e.g. [27]).
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FIG. 5: e+/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The
upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [55].

AMS02 results hint for a secondary origin for CR e

+ [36]11. However, this result comes
with a puzzle. If e+ are secondary, then Fig. 5 suggests that the e↵ect of radiative energy
loss in suppressing the e+ flux is never very important, and possibly becomes less significant
as we go to higher e+ energy. As we shall see, this behaviour contradicts the expectations
within common models of CR propagation12.

To appreciate the e

+ puzzle, we must go into somewhat more muddy waters of CR
astrophysics and consider the interplay of e+ energy losses with the e↵ects of propagation.
For later convenience it proves useful to define the loss suppression factor fe+ via

ne+

np̄
= fe+(R)

Qe+(R)

Qp̄(R)
. (9)

In Fig. 6 we show fe+ as derived from Fig. 5. The upper bound means that for secondary e

+

we expect fe+(R)  1. The e

+ puzzle concerns the observation that fe+(R) is never much

11 Ref. [56] recently joined this understanding. We note, however, that our evaluation of the Qe+/Qp̄ ratio

in Fig. 5 is lower than that of [56] by 30-50% at R . 100 GV. This di↵erence led [56] to conclude that e+

are not a↵ected by radiative losses at all energies; while we believe that the data implies some radiative

loss e↵ect at R . 100 GV. The basic conclusion, putting 30-50% di↵erences aside, is similar: e+ are

consistent with secondaries.
12 For early comprehensive analyses see e.g. [57–59].
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FIG. 5: e+/p̄ flux ratio: AMS02 data compared to the secondary upper bound of Eq. (8). The
upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [55].
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+ [36]11. However, this result comes
with a puzzle. If e+ are secondary, then Fig. 5 suggests that the e↵ect of radiative energy
loss in suppressing the e+ flux is never very important, and possibly becomes less significant
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+ puzzle concerns the observation that fe+(R) is never much

11 Ref. [56] recently joined this understanding. We note, however, that our evaluation of the Qe+/Qp̄ ratio

in Fig. 5 is lower than that of [56] by 30-50% at R . 100 GV. This di↵erence led [56] to conclude that e+

are not a↵ected by radiative losses at all energies; while we believe that the data implies some radiative

loss e↵ect at R . 100 GV. The basic conclusion, putting 30-50% di↵erences aside, is similar: e+ are

consistent with secondaries.
12 For early comprehensive analyses see e.g. [57–59].
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FIG. 6: fe+ extracted from Fig. 5. The upper bound for secondary e+ reads fe+  1. Error bars
reflect the measurement error on p̄/e+ reported in [16]. Systematic cross section uncertainties in
pp ! p̄, e+, not shown in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%.

smaller than unity, and moreover fe+(R) approaches unity for increasing R.
In considering that the observed fe+(R) approaches unity, it is important to note that

theoretically the possible range of the suppression factor is 0 < fe+ < 1: this just says that
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+
/e

± fraction, that is limited to the range
0 < e

+
/e

± . 0.5 due to total charge neutrality making essentially all suggested primary e

+

source possibilities13 equal emitters of e�.

B. Radiative energy loss vs. CR propagation time, illustration with leaky box and
di↵usion models

The name of the game is to figure out the interplay of e+ energy loss with CR propagation:
this is needed either to establish the necessity of a primary e

+ source, or to understand the
lessons for CR propagation if e+ are consistent with secondary.

At high energy R > 10 GV, e+ energy loss is dominated by synchrotron and IC. In the
Thomson regime, the e

+ radiative cooling time

tcool(R) = �R
Ṙ (10)

13 For pure secondary production of both e+ and e� in pp collisions, there is in fact a small charge imbalance

favouring e+ over e� due to the charge imbalance in the initial state. If there where no primary e� around,

therefore, pure secondary production would produce e+/e± slightly larger than 0.5.
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upper bound (e+/p̄ source ratio) is shown with di↵erent assumptions for the proton spectrum in
the secondary production regions. Systematic cross section uncertainties in pp ! p̄, e+, not shown
in the plot, are in the ballpark of 10%. Dashed black line shows the result evaluated for the
locally measured Jp, while blue and green lines show the result for harder and softer proton flux,
respectively, as specified in the legend. Taken from [55].

AMS02 results hint for a secondary origin for CR e
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with a puzzle. If e+ are secondary, then Fig. 5 suggests that the e↵ect of radiative energy
loss in suppressing the e+ flux is never very important, and possibly becomes less significant
as we go to higher e+ energy. As we shall see, this behaviour contradicts the expectations
within common models of CR propagation12.

To appreciate the e

+ puzzle, we must go into somewhat more muddy waters of CR
astrophysics and consider the interplay of e+ energy losses with the e↵ects of propagation.
For later convenience it proves useful to define the loss suppression factor fe+ via
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In Fig. 6 we show fe+ as derived from Fig. 5. The upper bound means that for secondary e
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we expect fe+(R)  1. The e

+ puzzle concerns the observation that fe+(R) is never much

11 Ref. [56] recently joined this understanding. We note, however, that our evaluation of the Qe+/Qp̄ ratio

in Fig. 5 is lower than that of [56] by 30-50% at R . 100 GV. This di↵erence led [56] to conclude that e+

are not a↵ected by radiative losses at all energies; while we believe that the data implies some radiative

loss e↵ect at R . 100 GV. The basic conclusion, putting 30-50% di↵erences aside, is similar: e+ are

consistent with secondaries.
12 For early comprehensive analyses see e.g. [57–59].
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are not a↵ected by radiative losses at all energies; while we believe that the data implies some radiative
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AMS02 data supports secondary origin for CR e+.


